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About This Game

Panzer Strategy is a World War II wargame that combines classic turn-based strategy gameplay with modern looks. Command
your armies and adapt your units to any objective using a huge selection of real-life military equipment and battle skills.

Stunning Unreal Engine 4 graphics and the free camera mode allow you to experience the full-scale warfare both from the aerial
view and up close – so you can execute you grand strategy and see the action in detail. Now the warfare of WWII is more

immersive than ever.

Panzer Strategy pushes the boundaries of the wargame genre by offering diverse tactic options and more than a hundred of
customizable units. The game is designed to create the most flexible strategy gameplay in its category. It’s time to build your
own unique tactics! You will experience the duty of a WWII commander in a full manner – with battle preparations, supply

management and ruthless clashes.

Panzer Strategy scenarios are non-linear. You can replay them several times and still find something new. The game will take
players over 40 hours to finish if they "do everything".

Beloved gameplay, modern looks. Panzer Strategy is a classic hexagonal wargame packed with stunning 3D graphics.

Historical accuracy. Battle scenarios, maps, vehicles, weaponry – everything is carefully recreated in accordance with
military archives.
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Build your own playstyle. Panzer Strategy offers an unprecedented level of tactics and customization options.

Commanders. Choose a commander for your campaign and receive unique abilities and perks.

Headquarters. HQ is a special unit that gives your troops new abilities. Capture the enemy’s headquarters and gain an
edge on the battlefield.

Unit attachments and skills. Upgrade your forces with new abilities, weapons and tools to build an army that suits your
strategy.

Supply lines. Your army needs a constant source of ammo and fuel. Expand your supply system and cut enemy delivery
lines to exhaust its forces – even the most advanced tanks can’t stop you if they don’t have ammo to shoot.

Experience the real battles of WWII and be the true commander of your own unique army in Panzer Strategy.
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Title: Panzer Strategy
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Starni Games
Publisher:
Starni Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750 Ti or better or AMD HD 7870 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 14 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard

English,Russian
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A twin-stick shooter needs to have the right feel and Bezier just didn't have that for me. The feedback from firing and hitting
enemies, the design of the enemies themselves and the mechanic of destroying the shields... none of that felt remotely
pleasurable. Keep waiting for the "next Geometry Wars", I suppose.. If you're a veteran of Blitzkreig you'll know what to expect
out of this game. However, Stalingrad improves in areas where Blitzkreig fell short. For example, infantry is much more useful.
They don't die so easily and can hold their own in gunfights.

Also, your units can't shoot through solid objects like in Blitzkreig.

For those that haven't touched Blitzkreig, Staligrad works like this: In every mission, you're given goals to accomplish with a
selected amount of units at your disposal. It's your job to use these forces in such a way that inflicts heavy damage on your
enemy's forces while you're miminalizing damage to yours. All while completing your goals.

Sounds simple, right? But there's a catch. Units aren't replaceable when killed and ammo is scarce. That's right, you are left at
the mercy of whatever reinforcements the game decides to give you and what supplies are available. More accurate realism as
opposed to having supplies at the ready constantly in Blitzkreig.

So you best take your plan of attack\/defence very seriously if you expect to last long.

In terms of Story\/theme, Stalingrad is a WWII RTS based on historical facts on the invasion of Stalingrad during WWII. You
can play as the Nazi's or the Red Army in two lengthy campaigns.

It's a good game that strives to improve upon where Blitzkrieg fell short and certainly will scratch that hardcore strategy gaming
itch.

There is only one complaint I have with this game. The music. It sucks and doesn't fit at all. I can understand maybe if they were
trying to make this game stand out. But the gameplay already does that for Stalingrad. We don't need some really low-quality
rock music blaring in our ear drums to appreciate good strategy gameplay. You'll want to mute it and play some good old
Blitzkreig music or WWII themed music instead.. An incredibly powerful narrative enhanced by mechanics and story working
in unison.
Take the content warning seriously.. It is a well done point and click game, with an eerie atmosphere and some nice exploration.
The story is simple and keeps you interested in the building and the characters, but just when it seems to be building up to
something really cool, the game forces you to make some stupid decision and makes you end the game with little to no
explanation to what actually is going on. The different endings are all very much the same and I finished the game without no
sense of reward whatsoever. Very disappointing.. Extremely addicting, easy to play, VERY fun. Light of Altair can give you
hours of fun on end, and is so addicting that even if\/when you get stuck and want to stop, it keeps bringing you back. It's a
really enjoyable space strategy game. (the review before this parenthesis was made before i finished it) now upon finishing it, i
can still agree to what i said before, but with one caveat: limited replayability. There is only the story missions to it, with no
sandbox\/freeplay or challenge mode, thus limiting replayability. Still a very good game though!. Me and this game have a love -
hate relationship.

I love this game because it is addictive as hell.

I hate this game because I suck at it.

10\/10 would get manhack spammed again.. warmode is different
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who either drowns people or gives them balloons :3. Deathgarden now actually is a enjoyable game. Personally, I think this
game should be free. It just doesn't look like something that would cost money. The gameplay tends to make me dizzy within a
few seconds as well.. It's just... Bad. It's like... What do you do in the game? Shoot around like crazy expecting to kill
something? I just can't see the fun in that.. One of the things that this game did well was the beautiful animated production
buildings. There are a few new ones in this DLC but about half are direct recolors from pre-existing buildings. They're not even
a re-skin, just a color palette change. The music is the same as arctic sectors. They've been planning this DLC since before
launch and it feels like they gave up halfway after mediocre sales and lazily cobbled the rest of everything together.

One of the new features that affects your whole corporate empire is a new module for every facility that doubles your
production output (as well as doubling upkeep). These modules are powered by a couple specific resources from tundra
production chains. Unless you've compeletely occupied your mountain and coastal slots and don't feel like expanding into other
sectors, there's not much point to adding the modules. If you reach that point in the game you'll probably be getting bored of the
game anyways.
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The new sector is pretty and the sector project feels a bit more unique, but it's largely the same as any other set of missions in
this game. Accrue X amount of this resource. Wait X amount of time. Hunt around the map and click on things.

Would not recommend unless bundled in cheaply in a package with the main game.. Considering the age of the game: This
game is just AMAZING. The atmosphere is dense, graphics still ok and sound is fantastic. Even compared with some just
recently released games of same type this game is still great. I bought this game on sale for about 1 EUR. I guess I never in my
life got so much fun after spending same amount of money.. It's a mediocre sports game that only plays online... and there's
nobody online to play it with.

Hang around all day and you won't find a full server. Thanks to its unlock system, when you do find an opponent you'll be
playing at a horrible disadvantage until you also get all the unlocks - but there's pretty much no incentive to take the punishment
until then.

A complete waste of money.. Its an amazing game to play with friends
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